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Abstract
The task of the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge was to use machine learning to predict
the outcome of future soccer matches based on a data set describing the match outcomes of
216,743 past soccer matches. One of the goals of the Challenge was to gauge where the limits
of predictability lie with this type of commonly available data. Another goal was to pose a
real-world machine learning challenge with a fixed time line, involving the prediction of real
future events. Here, we present two novel ideas for integrating soccer domain knowledge
into the modeling process. Based on these ideas, we developed two new feature engineering
methods for match outcome prediction, which we denote as recency feature extraction and
rating feature learning. Using these methods, we constructed two learning sets from the
Challenge data. The top-ranking model of the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge was our
k-nearest neighbor model trained on the rating feature learning set. In further experiments,
we could slightly improve on this performance with an ensemble of extreme gradient boosted
trees (XGBoost). Our study suggests that a key factor in soccer match outcome prediction
lies in the successful incorporation of domain knowledge into the machine learning modeling
process.
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1 Introduction

Soccer is probably themost popular team sport worldwide. Part of the fascination with soccer
is due to the fact that the majority of matches (> 85%) end either in a draw or are won by
only two or fewer goals. Furthermore, a complex mix of factors and chance events play a
major role in determining the final outcome of a soccer match (Reep and Benjamin 1968).
Even when a strong team plays against a relatively weak team, the outcome is not easy to
predict, since single events, such as a red card, can be decisive. But the outcome is also clearly
not purely random. Since the late 1960s, various approaches have been proposed to predict
soccer outcomes (Reep and Benjamin 1968; Hill 1974; Maher 1982; Dixon and Coles 1997;
Angelini and De Angelis 2017). Most of these approaches rely on statistical methods, for
example, Poisson regression models. Relatively few studies investigated machine learning
methods to predict the outcome of soccer matches (O’Donoghue et al. 2004).

To what extent is it possible to predict the outcome of a soccer match? More specifically,
given the data that are most readily available for soccer matches (date of match, team names,
league, season, final score), how well can machine learning predict the outcome? These
questions motivated us to organize the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge (Dubitzky et al.
2018). This competition consisted of a large Challenge learning set and prediction set. The
Challenge learning set describes 216,743 league soccer matches in terms of goals scored by
each team (i.e., the final score), the teams involved, the date on which the match was played,
and the league and season. The drawback of such data is that more “sophisticated” match
statistics, such as fouls committed or corners conceded by each team, or relevant data about
players and teams are not included. However, the beauty of simple match data is that they
are readily available for most soccer leagues worldwide (including lower leagues). Thus, a
particular motivation of the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge was to determine how well
we can predict the outcome of a soccer match, given such widely and freely available match
data. We invited the machine learning community to develop predictive models from the
Challenge learning set and then predict the outcome of 206 future matches. The motivation
was to pose a real “acid test” by requiring all participants to make their predictions before the
real outcome was actually known. Details about the Challenge learning set and prediction
set are described by Dubitzky et al. (2018).

Here, we present our solutions to the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge. The major dif-
ficulty that we faced was how to incorporate soccer domain knowledge into the modeling
process. The topic of knowledge representation in machine learning has long been identified
as the major hurdle for machine learning in real applications (Brodley and Smyth 1997;
Rudin and Wagstaff 2014). We believe that feature engineering is one phase of the modeling
process where domain knowledge can be meaningfully incorporated.

We propose two new methods for constructing predictive features from soccer match
data. We refer to these methods as recency feature extraction and rating feature learning. By
applying these methods to the data set released for the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge,
we obtained two different learning sets, the recency feature learning set and the rating
feature learning set. Both data sets can be represented in table or matrix form and are readily
amenable to subsequent supervised learning. First, as one of the oldestworkhorses ofmachine
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learning, we chose k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) learning. Second, as one of the state-of-the-
art classifiers, we used ensembles of extreme gradient boosted trees (XGBoost) (Chen and
Guestrin 2016). The best model that we could complete before the competition deadline was
k-NN trained on the rating feature learning set. This model achieved the best performance
among all submissions to the Challenge. After the competition deadline, we could slightly
improve on that performance with XGBoost.

The major contributions of our study can be summarized as follows. We propose two new
methods for integrating domain knowledge for soccer outcome prediction. We demonstrate
the usefulness of our methods by benchmarking them against state-of-the-art models in a real
prediction challenge (as opposed to the commonly encountered benchmarking scenario). In
principle, the proposedmethods should also be suitable to outcome prediction in other, similar
team sports.

2 Related work

Reep and Benjamin (1968) carried out one of the first studies on the prediction of soccer
matches. They investigated the fit of a negative binomial distribution to scores from football
matches but were unable to reliably predict the outcomes. Their conclusion was therefore
that “[…] chance does dominate the game” (Reep and Benjamin 1968, p. 585). While luck
certainly plays an important role in a single match, other factors, such as attacking and
defending skills, become more relevant over an entire season, which is obvious because a
strong team generally wins against a weak team in the long run. Indeed, Hill (1974) showed
that there was a significant correlation between the predictions made by football experts and
the final league tables of the 1971–1972 season. Maher (1982) assumed that the number of
goals that a team scores during a match is a Poisson variable. His Poisson model achieved
a reasonably good fit to the data from four English football league divisions for the seasons
1973–1974, suggesting thatmore thanmere chance is at play. Dixon andColes (1997) pointed
out that it is not so difficult to predict which teams will perform well in the long run, but it
is considerably more challenging to make a good prediction for an individual game.

Angelini and De Angelis (2017) proposed PARX, a Poisson autoregression model that
captures a team’s attacking and defensive abilities. On the games of the 2013/2014 and
2014/2015 English Premier League seasons, PARX outperformed the model by Dixon and
Coles (1997) with respect to the number of predicted goals.

The statistical approaches for soccer outcome prediction fall into two broad categories.
Some models derive the probabilities for home win, draw, and away win indirectly by first
estimating the number of goals scored and conceded by each team (Maher 1982; Dixon
and Coles 1997; Angelini and De Angelis 2017). Other models calculate these probabilities
directly (i.e., without explicitly estimating the number of goals scored and conceded), for
example, by using logit or probit regression. Goddard (2005) compared both approaches on a
25-year data set from English league football matches and observed the best performance for
a hybrid approach, i.e., by including covariates describing goals-based team performance to
predictmatch outcomes. Overall, however, the differences in predictive performance between
the investigated models was small, and it remains unclear which approach is preferable.

Sports betting is a global multi-billion dollar industry. The UK football betting market is
characterized by “fixed odds”, which means that odds are determined by bookmakers several
days before a match is to take place. These odds are not updated based on betting volumes or
new information, such as a player’s injury (Forrest et al. 2005). Mispricing bets can therefore
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have serious financial consequences for bookmakers, and this creates a real incentive for
them to make good predictions. How do odds-setters fare against statistical models? For-
rest et al. (2005) compared the performance of professional British odds-setters with that
of an ordered probit model during five seasons from 1998/1999 to 2002/1903. Although
the statistical model performed better at the beginning of the study period, the odds-setters’
predictions were better towards the end, which casts doubt on the widely held view that
statistical models perform better than expert forecasts. This view might be due to the fact
that tipsters—independent experts whose predictions appear in daily newspapers—generally
perform poorly compared to statistical models (Spann and Skiera 2008). However, the finan-
cial stakes are incomparably higher for professional odds-setters, which might explain the
differences in predictive performance.

To predict the results of the 2002 FIFA World Cup, O’Donoghue et al. (2004) used a
variety of approaches, including probabilistic neural networks, linear and logistic regression,
bookmakers’ odds, computer simulations, and expert forecasts. The best prediction resulted
from a commercial game console that simulated the matches.

Researchers have also investigated rating systems to predict the outcome of soccer
matches. Perhaps the best-known approach is an adaption of the Elo rating system for chess
(Elo 1978), originally proposed by Arphad Elo and later adapted to football (Hvattum and
Arntzen 2010). The principle behind Elo rating schemes is that the actual competitive strength
of a player or team is represented by a random variable sampled from a normal or logistic
density distribution centered on the team’s true strength. Comparing such distributions from
two teams allows the computation of the probability of winning. The more the distributions
overlap, the closer is the winning probability to 0.5 for either team. The more separate the
distributions are, the higher is the winning probability for the team with the higher rating. If
the winning probability of both teams is close to 0.5, then a draw is the most likely outcome.
However, the probability of a draw is not calculated directly.

Applying the Elo rating scheme in soccer is problematic because of the choice of a rating
difference distribution and their parameters. An even deeper problem in such rating schemes
is the limitation to a single rating per team to model the team’s overall strength. It is also
not obvious how the probability of a draw should be derived. For example, if the winning
probability based on Elo rating is 0.75, we do not knowhow the remaining 0.25 are distributed
over draw and loss.

One of themajor innovations in the research presented in this paper is a soccer ratingmodel
(rating feature learning) that characterizes each team by four ratings, representing a team’s
attacking and defensive strength both at its home and at its opponent’s venue. Moreover,
our rating model does not rely on any distribution of ratings or rating differences of teams.
Instead, we define a model that (a) defines two equations that predict the goals scored by
the home and away team, respectively, based on the four ratings for each team, and (b) a
rating update function for each of the four ratings. Thus, the entire rating model is defined by
six functions involving ten free parameters, which are optimized based on the actual match
data. In our experiments, we fix two of these parameters, so that only eight parameters are
optimized using the data.

3 Knowledge integration

In addition to league and season, each match in the Challenge learning set describes the date
on which the match was played, the teams involved, and the actually observed outcome in
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terms of the goals scored by each team (Dubitzky et al. 2018). Thus, soccer data of this kind
describe temporally ordered sets of match data, but consecutive entries are not necessarily
related. Intuitively, to induce a model that predicts the outcome of a future match, one would
want to quantify the relative strength of the two teams by assessing their prior performance—
the greater the strength difference, the more likely the stronger team is to win. However, how
to cast such match data into features that express the relative strength is not obvious. So a
central question in this study is: “How can we derive predictive features from such data?”

A further problem is the composition of the Challenge learning set in 52 soccer leagues
from 35 countries over a total of 18 seasons from 2000/2001 to 2017/2018. The assumption in
the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge is that we can integrate these data somehow to create
a more reliable model than could be obtained from separate league/season subsets alone.
However, it is not immediately obvious if (and how) we could integrate the match data across
leagues, countries, and seasons.

3.1 Feature modeling framework

Here, we outline our basic conceptual framework for engineering predictive features. Aspects
relating to the integration of the data across leagues, seasons, and countries are considered
in Sect. 3.2.

Our main idea is to describe each team by features that characterize a team in terms of its
strengths and weaknesses relevant to the outcome of the match. Soccer domain knowledge
tells us that the definition of such features should take into account the following dimensions:

– Attacking performance describes a team’s ability to score goals.
– Defensive performance describes a team’s ability to prevent goals by the opponent.
– Recent performance characterizes a team’s current condition in terms of its aggregate

performance over recently played matches.
– Strength of the opposition qualifies a team’s prior performance depending on the strength

of the opponent played in the (recent) past.
– Home team advantage refers to the advantage a team has when playing at its home venue.

The attacking and defensive performance dimensions are both obvious and intuitive. A
team that scoresmanygoals consistently has a strong attack. Similarly, a team that consistently
prevents its opponents from scoring is likely to have a strong defense. The stronger a team’s
attack and defense, the more likely it is to prevail over an opponent.

As already indicated, we may obtain a team’s current attacking and defensive strength
by aggregating relevant recent performances over a period of time. The observations in
the Challenge data are recorded at successive points in time—the time points are defined
by values of the “Date” variable. The idea is that the strength of a team at time t can be
expressed as an aggregate computed from the team’s performances at recent time points
(t−1), (t−2), . . . , (t−n). The recency problem refers to the challenge of finding an optimal
value for n. Small valuesmay not cover a sufficient number of past performances (hence, may
not yield robust predictive features), while large valuesmay include performances that are too
obsolete to reliably characterize the current condition of a team.Weighted, adaptive, and other
schemes are possible to capture the influence of past performances on future performance.
How many recent time points are considered may also have an impact on data integration
(cf. Sect. 3.2).

The strength of the opposition dimensions is perhaps one of the more subtle aspects. As
we aggregate various past performances of a team into a predictive feature value, we need to
estimate the team’s past performances based on the strength of the opponents against which
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the team achieved these performances. For example, a 2:1 win against a top team should not
be considered the same as a 2:1 win against a mediocre team.

The home team advantage in soccer (and indeed other team sports) is a well-known
phenomenon whereby soccer teams experience a competitive benefit from playing at their
home venue (Gómez et al. 2011). Based on the Challenge learning set containing Nlearn =
216,743 matches (Dubitzky et al. 2018), we can quantify the home team advantage in soccer:
45.42% matches are won by the home team, compared to 27.11% draws and 27.47% wins
by the away team.

3.2 Data integration framework

Section 3.1 described the basic dimensions that should be considered in the generation of
features for predictive modeling. These considerations fully apply in the context of a single
league and season. However, the Challenge learning set contains various leagues from dif-
ferent countries covering multiple seasons. The underlying assumption in the 2017 Soccer
Prediction Challenge is that we can somehow “combine” all or most of the data from the
Challenge learning set for predictive modeling. On one extreme, we may decide to preserve
the league/season context throughout and construct a dedicated predictive model from each
league/season data subset. This approach would be warranted if we assumed, for example,
that the mechanisms underlying the matches within a league/season unit would be substan-
tially different from other league/season blocks. On the other extreme, we may decide to
ignore the league and season origin of the data and combine the matches from all leagues
across all seasons into a single data set and construct a single predictive model from this uni-
fied data set. Thus, a 1:1 draw in GER3 (German 3rd Liga) in the 2010/2011 season would
be similar to a 1:1 draw in BRA2 (Brazilian Serie B) in the 2015/2016 season (except for the
league and season label).

Note that a team’s performance is of course not constant over time. Various factors affect
a team’s performance, for example, transfers of players, the physical and mental condition
of players at any given time, the selection of players for a given match, etc. Therefore,
performance fluctuations across seasons are to be expected. Within each league and season,
wehave afixednumber of teams that play afixednumber ofmatches over the season according
to the league’s season format. At the beginning of a season, all teams in a league start out with
zero points and goals. For example, the English Premier League (ENG1) consists of 20 teams
that play a total of 380 matches over a season. The match schedule format is such that each
team plays against each other team twice, once at home and once at the away ground. By the
end of the season, the best-performing teams are crowned champion, promoted to a higher
league, or qualified for play-offs or other competitions, and the worst-performing teams face
relegation. The most obvious approach to predicting the outcome of future matches would
be to compute predictive features from a team’s performance over the n most recent matches
within a league and season and use these features to construct a predictive model. However,
there are two issues that need to be considered: the recency problem (see Sect. 3.1) and the
beginning-of-season problem.

The beginning-of-season problem arises because at the start of a season, each team in a
league starts out on zero points and zero goals. Thus, in order to build up a record of past
performances that is indicative of future performances, we need to wait until each team has
played a number of games before we have such a record for the first time. The problem is that
this leads to a loss of data that could be used for predictive modeling—the larger n, the bigger
the loss of data. To illustrate this, let us assume a value of n = 7 for the English Premier
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League (20 teams, 380 matches per season). Requiring each team to have played 7 matches
from the start of the season means that we have to wait for at least 70 matches (18.4% of 380)
to be completed at the beginning of the season before we can compute predictive features for
all teams for the first time. Because none of the first 70 matches can be characterized by 7
prior matches, these matches are lost from the learning set. Moreover, matches taking place
at the beginning of the season in the prediction data set could not be predicted either because
their predictive features cannot be computed.

Oneway to overcome the beginning-of-seasonproblem is to view the successionof seasons
for a given league as one continuously running season. In such a continuous-season approach,
the first matches of a new season would simply be considered as the next matches of the
previous season. Under this view, we could continue the performance trajectory from the
previous season and do not reset each team to zero—in terms of its continuing performance
indicators—when a new season starts. Therefore, we do not lose any data at the beginning of
each new season (only for the very first season for each league within the data set). However,
while this is true for teams that remain in the same league formany seasons (which is generally
the case for most teams), it does not fully apply to teams that feature only infrequently within
a league.

For example, in the 17 seasons from 2000/2001 to 2016/2017, FC Watford has played
only the 2006/2007, 2015/2016, and 2016/2017 seasons in the English Premier League. This
means that over these 17 seasons, we have only a fragmented time series data trajectory for
Watford. Combining all seasons of ENG1 into a single continuous season not only introduces
the undesired beginning-of-season effect twice (at the start of the 2006/2007 and 2015/2016
seasons), it also raises the question if we could reasonably view the first match of Watford
in the 2015/2016 as the “next” match after Watford’s last match in the 2006/2007 season.
This is illustrated in Table 1. At the bottom of the two tables (highlighted rows), we see the
same match between Manchester City and Watford played on 29/08/2015 in the 2015/2016
season. In each table, the three matches above the highlighted match (at time points t − 1,
t −2 and t −3) show the first three matches of Manchester City andWatford, respectively, in
the 2015/2016 season. In case of Manchester City, the matches labeled t −4, t −5, t −6 and
t − 7 (column T ) refer to Manchester’s last four matches in the 2014/2015 season, whereas
the corresponding four matches for Watford are from the 2006/2007 season. Thus, under the
continuous-season view, there is a much bigger gap between Watford’s matches across the
season boundary (indicated as dashed line in the diagram) and the matches of Watford.

The fluctuation of teams in lower leagues is even more pronounced than in the top league
in each country because the team composition in such leagues is subject to change by teams
promoted up from the league below as well as teams demoted down from the league above.
We refer to this as the league-team-composition problem.1

To illustrate the league-team-composition problem, we look at the top two leagues in
Germany (GER1, GER2) over the 16 seasons from 2001/2002 to 2016/2017. Both leagues
consist of exactly 18 teams per season over the considered time frame. Over this period, 35
different teams have featured in GER1, seven of which played in all 16 seasons. In contrast,
a total of 52 different teams have featured in GER2 over the same period, none of which has
remained in the league over the entire time frame (and only one over 15 seasons).

One way of addressing the issues arising from the league-team-composition problem
would be to combine all leagues from a country into one super league. For example, the top

1 This problem has reared its ugly head in the Challenge prediction set. It contains five teams that have
fewer than nine recent matches in the entire Challenge learning set. This is because until the recently started
2017/2018 season, these teams have never featured in any of the 52 leagues covered in the Challenge learning
set over the 2000/2001–2016/2017 seasons.
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Table 1 Match time-series trajectories of Manchester City andWatford, covering n = 7 recent matches (t−1,
t − 2, . . ., t − 7) prior to their encounter on 29/08/2015 under the continuous-season view

Sea season, Lge league, HT/AT team names, HS/AS score, T time points of recent matches across season
boundary
Note that Manchester City’s trajectory is continuous and “smooth” across two consecutive seasons (green
dashed line), whereas that of Watford is continuous across two seasons that are years apart (hence, the red
dashed line)

three German leagues (GER1, GER2, GER3) covered in the Challenge learning set could be
viewed as one German super league, consisting of 18 + 18 + 20 = 56 teams per season.
The fluctuation of teams in such a country-specific super league would be less than the sum
of fluctuations over all individual leagues. For example, in the top three German leagues, a
total of 72 teams featured in the eight seasons from 2008/2009 to 2015/2016, 41 (57%) of
the teams featured in all eight seasons, and 59 (82%) featured in four or more seasons. The
more leagues are covered per country, the higher the positive effect of pooling the leagues
into one super league. For 25 of the 35 countries in the Challenge data, only a single (the
top) league is covered. Thus, the league-team-composition problem is inherently limited as
team fluctuation is only occurring at one “end” for top leagues within a country.

A consequence of the super league approach is that all match outcomes would be dealt
with in the same way, independent of league membership. For example, three match days
before the end of the 2014/2015 season of the English Championship league (ENG2), AFC
Bournemouth beat FC Reading by 1–0 goals. At the end of the season, Bournemouth was
promoted to the English Premier League (ENG1). On the third match day in the 2015/2016
season of ENG1, Bournemouth beat West HamUnited by 4–3 goals. In the time-series under
a super league view, these two wins by Bournemouth are only six match days apart. Can we
consider the two wins on an equal footing, given the class difference of opponents (Reading
from ENG2, West Ham United from ENG1)? We argue that this is justified because the class
difference for teams at the interface between two leagues is not significant, i.e., teams at
league interfaces could be viewed as approximately belonging to the same class.
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While teams from within one country can play in different leagues over a number of
seasons (giving rise to the super league approach), teams never appear in leagues across
different countries (other than in rare continental or global competitions that are not covered
in the Challenge data). This independence would suggest that it is reasonable to pool data
from different countries without further consideration. However, some may argue that this is
not necessarily true because the style and culture (including attack, defense, tactics, strategy)
of soccer may vary considerably across countries, and match results may therefore not be
directly comparable. For example, for New Zealand (NZL1; 722 games in the Challenge
learning set), we have an average of goals scored by the home team of 1.898 (with a standard
deviation of 1.520), whereas for France (FRA1, FRA2 and FRA3 combined; 15,314 games
in the Challenge learning set), we get an average of goals scored by the home team of 1.375
(with a standard deviation of 1.166). We think it is justified to pool data from leagues within
each country without any adjustment because the statistics suggest that the distributions are
very similar (Dubitzky et al. 2018).

There is also an end-of-season problem which is orthogonal to the beginning-of-season
and the league-team-composition issues. On the last few match days at the end of the season,
a small number of matches may no longer be fully competitive because some teams have
nothing to play for anymore (such as championship, relegation, promotion, qualifications
for play-offs or other competitions). Thus, predictive features derived from a match time
trajectory involving these games may be problematic. A simple way of dealing with this
problem would be to drop the last few matches within a season from the data sets altogether.
A more sophisticated approach would selectively remove end-of-season matches in which at
least one team has no real competitive interest. Both approaches would lead to another loss
of data. In this study, we do not explicitly address this issue.

4 Feature engineeringmethods

Taking into account the basic considerations on feature modeling and data integration dis-
cussed above, we developed two methods to generate predictive features:

1. recency feature extraction method
2. rating feature learning method

For both methods, we adopt a continuous-season view to integrate data across season
boundaries. For the recency feature extraction method, we also combined data from different
leagues within one country into a super league, whereas in the rating feature learningmethod,
we did not merge data across leagues.

4.1 Recency feature extraction

Our first approach to feature modeling represents each match by four feature groups per
team. These four feature groups per team are the following:

– Attacking strength feature group, representing a team’s ability to score goals.
– Defensive strength feature group, representing a team’s ability to prevent goals by the

opponent.
– Homeadvantage feature group, used to qualify both the attacking and defensive strengths,

respectively, in terms of home advantage.
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Table 2 Results of the recency feature extraction method forManchester City andWatford for a recency depth
of n = 5

– Strength of opposition feature group, used to qualify both the attacking and defensive
strengths as well as home advantage in terms of the strength of the opposition.

Each of the four feature groups per team consists of n features, where n denotes the recency
depth of the match time series from which the feature values are obtained. Thus, the total
number of predictive features used to describe a match with the recency feature extraction
method is 2 × 4 × n, reflecting 2× teams, 4× feature groups per team, each feature group
n× levels deep in terms of recency.

This approach is illustrated in Table 2. The table shows the four feature groups character-
izing Manchester City and Watford based on the n = 5 recent performances prior to their
match on 29/08/2015 (last match shown in Table 1). The time points t − 1 to t − 5 relate to
the corresponding time points and associated matches shown in Table 1.

For example, the five recentAttacking Strength values forWatford over the five recent time
points are obtained by looking up the goals that Watford scored in those matches (Table 1):
t − 1: 0 against Southampton, t − 2: 0 against West Bromwich Albion, t − 3: 2 against
Everton, t − 4: 1 against Newcastle United, and t − 5: 2 against Reading. In the same way,
we derive the goals scored for Manchester City and the goals conceded (defensive strength)
for both teams over the considered time frame. The values in the strength of opposition
group represent the average goal difference the opponent achieved in its n prior matches. For
example, at t − 1 (23/08/2015) Manchester City played at Everton. Everton’s average goal
difference over five games prior to 23/08/2015 was 0.2 because the five relevant matches
were as follows: 15/08/2015: Southampton 0:3 Everton, 08/08/2015: Everton 2:2 Watford,
24/05/2015: Everton 0:1 Tottenham Hotspur, 16/05/2015: West Ham United 1:2 Everton,
and 16/05/2015: Everton 0:2 Sunderland. Thus, when Manchester beat Everton by two goals
to zero on 23/08/2015, the overall strength of the opposition (Everton) at that point was 0.2.

Finally, the values in the home advantage group are drawn from the set {−1,+1}, where
+1 indicates that the corresponding feature values at time point t − i are resulting from a
home game, and −1 indicates an away game. Thus, each of the n features values in the three
groups is qualified by a feature value indicating whether the corresponding team played on
the home or away ground.

The recency feature extraction method produces 4 × n features for each team in such a
way that the home team’s features appear before the away team’s features. Thus, for a recency
depth of n = 4, we have 32 predictive variables, the first 16 corresponding to the home, the
last 16 corresponding to the away team. Of course, the order of the predictive features is
irrelevant for subsequent supervised learning.

Using the continuous-season and super-league data integration approach on the full Chal-
lenge learning set (Nlearn = 216,743), the recency feature extraction method turned out to
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be very time-consuming on a standard workstation. Hence, we first generated features only
for four selected recency depths: n = 3, n = 6, n = 9, and n = 12, respectively.We explored
their predictive properties. Based on this exploration, we decided to use n = 9 for the final
feature generation process. This value is also consistent with our conventional soccer intu-
ition: n = 6 seems to be too low (which reduces the robustness of the features), and n = 12
seems to be too high (which means that irrelevant data are included).

Processing the Challenge learning set with n = 9 took 30,659s (about 84h) on a standard
PC and produced 207,280 matches with 2 × 4 × 9 = 72 predictive features for each match.
This means that a total of Nlearn = 216,743 − 207,280 = 9463 matches (4.37%) were lost
due to the beginning-of-season problem at the very first season for each league covered in
the data.

The Challenge prediction set includes five matches involving a team whose track record
of matches over the seasons covered in the learning data set is less than n = 9matches. These
teams appeared only recently (2017/2018 season) for the first time. Thus, for these matches
(or fixtures), it was not possible to create features aggregating the information from n = 9
recent matches. In Sect. 7.1.1, we describe how we solved this problem by imputing missing
features.

4.2 Rating feature learning

Our second method to create predictive features adopts a feature learning approach. The
basic idea of this method is to define a goal-prediction model that predicts the home and
away score of a match based on certain performance ratings of each team. After each match,
the ratings of both teams are updated according to rating update rules, depending on the
expected (predicted) and observed match outcome and the prior ratings of each team. Both
the goal-prediction model and the update rules involve free parameters whose values need
to be estimated from the Challenge learning set. Together, the goal-prediction model and the
rating update rules are referred to as the rating model. The final rating model, with concrete
optimal parameter values, is used to generate predictive features, which are then readily
amenable to conventional supervised learning.

First, we define four quantitative features that capture a team’s performance rating in
terms of its ability to score goals and inability to prevent goals at both the home and away
venues, respectively:

– Home attacking strength reflects a team’s ability to score goals at its home venue—the
higher the value, the higher the strength.

– Home defensive weakness reflects a team’s inability to prevent goals by the opponent at
its home venue—the higher the value, the higher the weakness.

– Away attacking strength reflects a team’s ability to score goals at the opponent’s venue—
the higher the value, the higher the strength.

– Away defensive weakness reflects a team’s inability to prevent goals by the opponent at
the opponent’s venue—the higher the value, the higher the weakness.

Based on these four performance rating features (per team), Eqs. 1 and 2 define a goal-
prediction model that predicts the goals scored by the home and away team, respectively.

ĝh(Hhatt , Aadef ) = αh

1 + exp(−βh(Hhatt + Aadef ) − γh)
(1)

ĝa(Aaatt , Hhdef ) = αa

1 + exp(−βa(Aaatt + Hhdef ) − γa)
(2)
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where

– ĝh are the predicted goals scored by home team H . ĝh ∈ R
+
0 .

– ĝa are the predicted goals scored by away team A. ĝa ∈ R
+
0 .

– Hhatt are the home team’s attacking strength in home games. Hhatt ∈ R.
– Hhdef are the home team’s defensive weakness in home games. Hhdef ∈ R.
– Aaatt are the away team’s attacking strength in away games. Aaatt ∈ R.
– Aadef are the away team’s defensive weakness in away games. Aadef ∈ R.
– αh, αa are constants defining maximum for ĝh, ĝa . αh, αa ∈ R

+.
– βh, βa are constants defining steepness of sigmoidal curves. βh, βa ∈ R

+
0 .

– γh, γa are constants defining the curves’ threshold point. γh, γa ∈ R.

Note how the goal-prediction model predicts the goals scored by the home team, ĝh , based
on the sum of the home team’s home attacking strength, Hhatt , and the away team’s away
defensive weakness, Aadef . The higher the sum, the more goals the home team is expected
to score. Analogously, the predicted goals scored by the away team, ĝa , depend on the sum
of the away team’s away attacking strength, Aaatt , and the home team’s home defensive
weakness, Hhdef . The higher the sum, the more goals the away team is expected to score.

The goal-prediction model defined by Eqs. 1 and 2 is motivated by the following rationale.
To predict the goals, ĝh , that the home teamwill score in a concretematch,we need to consider
the attacking strength rating of the home team and the defensive weakness rating of the away
team. The higher the sum of these two ratings, the more goals the home team is expected to
score. This is captured in Eq. 1. The goals of the away team, ĝa , are predicted analogously.
Two separate equations are needed to take into account the crucial home advantage. Both
Eqs. 1 and 2 are sigmoid functions, which are often used to describe processes that begin
with small values, then accelerate, and eventually flatten out asymptotically. The parameter
α determines the maximum number of goals that can be predicted. Since we know that
the number of goals in soccer is generally low (typically 5 or less), we set α = 5 in our
experiments, while the values for β and γ are to be found in the learning phase. Furthermore,
our domain knowledge also tells us that a difference of three goals is almost a certain win.
Thus, teams usually will no longer make an effort to score more goals; instead, they tend to
protect their lead. The sigmoid function is therefore a natural choice for the goal-prediction
model.

To illustrate the goal-prediction model, we look at the situation in the English Premier
League right after the matches played on 19/03/2017 in the 2016/2017 season. The situation
is depicted by the league table (a) and the performance rating table (b) in Table 3. The league
table is sorted in descending order (first by points, then by goal difference and goals scored).
The rating table is sorted in descending order by the combined rating, RAT . The combined
or overall rating of a team, Trat , is computed as follows: Trat = Thatt + (max(HDEF) −
Thde f )+Taatt + (max(ADEF)−Tade f ), where max(HDEF) and max(ADEF) represent
maximum defensive weakness of all teams considered.2

We use the combined rating, RAT , only as a surrogate performance indicator to gauge the
overall plausibility of the rating scheme as illustrated in Table 3. If the team rankings in the
two tableswere to deviate significantly, the plausibility of the ratingmodelwould be doubtful.
Note that the rating table in Table 3b is derived from all 1423 matches in ENG1 from the
2013/2014 to the 2016/2017 seasons (up and inclusive to the matches on 19/03/2017) under
the continuous-season approach. Over this time frame, the ENG1 continuous-season league
consists of 26 teams. In Table 3b, in order to facilitate direct comparison, we only show the
20 teams that played in the 2016/2017 season (Table 3a).

2 Here, T stands for “team”, i.e., without differentiating whether a home team or away team is denoted.
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Table 3 English Premier League after matches played on 19/03/2017 in the 2016/2017 season

RNK rank,PLD games played, S goals scored,C goals conceded,GD goal difference,PTS points,HATT home
attacking strength, HDEF home defensive weakness, AATT away attacking strength, ADEF away defensive
weakness
(a) League table at that point. (b) Table showing the four performance ratings from Eqs. 1 and 2 for each team
at that point

We illustrate the goal-prediction model based on the match between Arsenal (home team)
and Manchester City (away team) played on 02/04/2017 in ENG1. The game actually ended
in a 2:2 draw. Based on the rating values for both teams highlighted in Table 3b, the model
predicts that Arsenal scores ĝh = 1.588 and Manchester City scores ĝa = 1.368 goals. The
corresponding visualizations of the goal-predictionmodel functions (with concrete parameter
values) and scores are depicted in Fig. 1. Note that we set α1 = α2 = 5 across all models
in this study. This value was found after some experimentation; this value is also consistent
with the domain knowledge that a team rarely scores more than five goals in a single match.

So far, so good. Our goal-prediction model is able to predict the goals of a match between
team A and B based on the teams’ performance ratings before the match. But where do we
get the ratings from? And how do we determine concrete parameter values for the model in
Eqs. 1 and 2?

The rating model characterizes a team, T , by four performance ratings, the team’s home
attacking strength, Thatt , home defensive weakness, Thde f , away attacking strength, Taatt
and away defensive weakness, Tade f , respectively, as illustrated in Table 3b. These ratings
are updated after each match that the teams play, depending on the predicted and observed
outcome of the match and the prior ratings of both teams.

In particular, a team’s home attacking and defensive ratings are updated according to home
rating-update rules defined by the Eqs. 3 and 4.

T t+1
hatt =T t

hatt + ωhatt (gh − ĝh) (3)

T t+1
hde f =T t

hde f + ωhde f (ga − ĝa) (4)
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Fig. 1 Predicted scores for Arsenal (top) versusManchester City (bottom) on 02/04/2017 based on their ratings
after match day on 19/03/2017 shown in Table 3b

where

– T t+1
hatt is the new home attacking strength of T after match. T t+1

hatt ∈ R

– T t
hatt is the previous home attacking strength of T before match. T t

hatt ∈ R

– T t+1
hde f is the new home defensive weakness of T after match. T t+1

hde f ∈ R

– T t
hde f is the previous home defensive weakness of T before match. T t

hde f ∈ R

– ωhatt is the update weight for home attacking strength. ωhatt ∈ R
+.

– ωhde f is the update weight for home defensive weakness. ωhde f ∈ R
+.

– gh, ga are the observed goals scored by home/away team. gh, ga ∈ N0

– ĝh, ĝa are the predicted goals scored by home/away team. ĝh, ĝa ∈ R
+
0 .

A team’s away attacking and defensive ratings are updated according to away rating-
update rules defined by the Eqs. 5 and 6.

T t+1
aatt =T t

aatt + ωaatt (ga − ĝa) (5)

T t+1
ade f =T t

ade f + ωade f (gh − ĝh) (6)
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where

– T t+1
aatt is the new away attacking strength of T after match. T t+1

aatt ∈ R.
– T t

aatt is the previous away attacking strength of T before match. T t
hatt ∈ R.

– T t+1
ade f is the new away defensive weakness of T after match. T t+1

aatt ∈ R.
– T t

ade f is the previous away defensive weakness of T before match. T t
hatt ∈ R.

– ωaatt is the update weight for away attacking strength. ωaatt ∈ R
+.

– ωade f is the update weight for away defensive weakness. ωade f ∈ R
+.

– gh, ga is the actual goals scored by home/away team, respectively. gh, ga ∈ N0.
– ĝh, ĝa is predicted goals scored by home/away team. ĝh, ĝa ∈ R

+
0 .

We illustrate the rating-update rules based on the Arsenal versusManchester City Premier
League match played on 02/04/2017 in the ENG1 league. According to the goal-prediction
model, the predicted outcome of the match was 1.588:1.368, hence ĝh = 1.588 and ĝa =
1.368 (Fig. 1). The actually observed outcome was a 2:2 draw, i.e. gh = 2.000 and ga =
2.000. Table 3b shows the performance ratings of both teams right before the match. After
the match, Arsenal’s two home ratings and Manchester City’s two away ratings are updated
based on match outcome and the teams’ prior ratings as follows3:

– Arsenal’s home attacking strength: H ATT : 2.11 → 2.16.
– Arsenal’s home defensive weakness: HDEF : − 0.71 → − 0.60.
– Manchester City’s away attacking strength: AAT T : 1.88 → 1.94.
– Manchester City’s away defensive weakness: ADEF : − 0.60 → − 0.56.

We can see that the rating updates are meaningful. For example, Arsenal’s home attacking
strength improved slightly, from 2.11 to 2.16, because Arsenal was expected to score 1.588,
but actually scored2.000goals. Likewise,Arsenalwas expected to concede1.368, but actually
conceded 2.000 goals. Thus, Arsenal’s home defensive weakness rating increased slightly
from− 0.71 to− 0.60, to reflect a slightly higher defensive weakness. Similar considerations
apply to the update of Manchester City’s performance ratings.

In order to create predictive features, our feature-learning algorithm performs two main
steps:

Step 1 Estimate concrete values for the eight parameters of the overall rating model,
Eqs. 1–6, based on the learning set.
Step 2 Apply rating model from Step 1 to learning and prediction set to create rating
features.

Step 1 Estimate rating model parameters: Given a learning set, L , containing the results of
past soccer matches, the optimization algorithm first sorts all matches in increasing chrono-
logical order, i.e., from the least to the most recent match. Then, a rating table like the one
illustrated in Table 3b is derived from L . The rating table has exactly m entries, which cor-
respond to the number of unique teams featuring in the learning set, L . The rating table is
used to keep track of the performance ratings of each team. At the start, the rating values of
each team are set to zero. The optimization algorithm keeps generating parameter sets, Mi ,
until (a) the average goal-prediction error falls below a preset threshold, or (b) the predefined
maximum number of parameter sets have been evaluated. Each parameter set consists of
eight concrete values corresponding to the rating model parameters in Eqs. 1–6: βh , γh , βa ,
γa , ωhatt , ωhde f , ωaatt and ωade f . Remember that our rating feature model does not optimize

3 Note that only two ratings per team are updated per match depending on whether they play at their home
venue or at the opponent’s venue.
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Table 4 Illustration of the rating features for three matches of ENG1 in the 2016/2017 season

HATT home attacking strength,HDEF home defensive weakness, AATT away attacking strength,ADEF away
defensive weakness, HS goals scored by home team, AS goals scored by away team
The data show the match between Arsenal versus Manchester City on 02/04/2017 with unknown outcome,
and the match of each team immediately prior to their encounter

the parameters αh or αa , which define the maximum values for the number of predicted goals
(cf. Eqs. 1 and 2).

For each parameter set, Mi , the algorithm iterates over all matches, d j ∈ L , in the learning
set, from the least to the most recent match. For each match, d j , the corresponding rating
values—Hhatt and Hhdef for the home team and Aaatt and Aadef for the away team—are
retrieved and the goals, ĝh and ĝa , are predicted according to Eqs. 1 and 2. The individual
goal-prediction error, εg , of the observed and predicted goals is computed using Eq. 7, and
the corresponding performance ratings of the two teams are updated according to the rating-
update rules defined in Eqs. 3–6. The average goal-prediction error, ε̄g , over all matches in
the learning set determines the predictive performance of the model based on the parameter
set Mi . The final or best model is defined by the parameter set, Mbest , with the lowest average
goal-prediction error.

Step 2 Apply model to generate features: After the optimal model parameter set,Mbest , has
been determined, we are left with a final rating table that shows the ratings of all teams right
after the most recent match in the learning set (this is illustrated in Table 3b). Essentially,
these ratings describe the performance ratings that each team has at this point in time. In
order to obtain rating features for all matches in the learning and prediction sets, L and P ,
we first combine the two data sets such that the chronological order across all matches in the
combined data set, LP , is preserved (assuming that prediction set matches take place after
the matches in learning set). Now we use the rating model obtained in Step 1 and iterate
through all matches d j ∈ LP and record all four rating values of each team before each
match and add these to the match data set. Thus, each match is characterized by eight rating
features, four for the home team and four for the away team, as illustrated in Table 4. The
rating features capture the teams’ attacking and defensive performance (both at the home and
away venue) right before a match.

Note that for the goal-prediction model, Eqs. 1 and 2, we always use only four of the
eight rating features—the home ratings of the home team and the away ratings of the away
team. However, all eight rating values generated by the feature-learning algorithm form the
basis for learning a final outcome-prediction model as required by the Soccer Prediction
Challenge.

For the feature-learning algorithm used in this study, we calculated the individual goal-
prediction error, εg , as defined by Eq. 7.

εg = 1

2

[
(gh − ĝh)

2 + (ga − ĝa)
2 ]

(7)
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where

– gh and ga refer to the actual (observed) goals scored by the home and away team,
respectively. gh, ga ∈ N0;

– ĝh and ĝa refer to the predicted goals scored by the home and away team, respectively.
ĝh, ĝa ∈ R

+
0 .

To estimate the values for the eight model parameters of the rating model defined by
Eqs. 1–6, various optimization techniques are conceivable, for example, genetic algorithms.
We decided to use particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995). In
brief, PSO is a population-based, stochastic optimization method inspired by bird flocking
and similar swarm behavior.We decided to use PSO primarily because it is a general-purpose
method that does not make strong assumptions about the problem at hand and it is particularly
suited for continuous-parameter problems with complex optimization landscapes.

In PSO, a potential solution is represented as an individual (particle) of a population
(swarm). At each generation i , each particle p has a defined position xp(i) and velocity vp(i)
within n-dimensional spaceRn . A swarm P consists ofm particles. After each generation, the
position and velocity of each particle in the swarm is updated based on the particle’s fitness
describing the quality of the associated solution; in our study, the average goal-prediction
error according to the PSO update rules4 is shown in Eqs. 8a and 8b.

vp(i + 1) = ω vp(i) + c1 r(·) (yp(i) − xp(i)) + c2 r(·) (zk(i) − xp(i)) (8a)

xp(i + 1) = xp(i) + vp(i + 1) (8b)

where xp(i) and xp(i + 1) denote the position of particle p in n-dimensional space at
generations i and i + 1, respectively. In our feature-learning algorithm, the n dimensions
correspond to the permissable values of the eight rating model parameters in Eqs. 1–6.
The vectors vp(i) and vp(i + 1) denote the velocity of particle p at generation i and i + 1,
respectively. yp(i) refers to the best personal solution (position) of particle p until generation
i , and zk(i) denotes the best global solution (position) of any particle k reached by generation
i . The PSO parameter ω denotes the inertia weight used to balance global and local search
according to Shi and Eberhart (1998), and r(·) denotes a function that samples a random
number from the unit interval [0, 1]. Finally, c1 and c2 are positive learning constants.

We employed the PSO implementation of theR packagehydroPSO (Zambrano-Bigiarini
and Rojas 2013) with the following main control parameters: number of particles of the PSO
swarm was npart = 50, and maximal number of generations to evaluate was maxit =
200. Hence, up to maximally 10,000 parameter sets were evaluated per rating model. After
some experimentation, the following limits for the rating model parameters were applied
to constrain the search space: βh, βa ∈ [0, 5] and γh, γa ∈ [− 5, 5] for Eqs. 1 and 2, and
ωhatt , ωhde f , ωaatt , ωade f ∈ [0, 1.5] for Eqs. 3–6.

Step 1 of the feature-learning algorithm that estimates the rating model parameters is
very time-consuming when applied to a large learning set. Thus, to generate features for the
Challenge, we took a few measures to reduce the computational complexity of the feature-
learning process. First, we focused on only the 28 leagues that are included in the Challenge
prediction set. This means that data from other leagues were ignored.

Second, for these 28 leagues, we adopted a within-league, continuous-seasons data inte-
gration approach covering only matches from the 2013/2014 season onward.

Third, we created a rating model and the associated rating features for each league sepa-
rately, on a league-by-league basis. This, of course, has the added advantage that we respect

4 Enhanced version according to Shi and Eberhart (1998).
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Table 5 Matches per league and season used in Step 1 of the feature-learning algorithm; percentages of wins,
draws, and losses; and average home and away goals

Lge soccer league, nn-mm season, HSg, ASg average home/away goals per match, W%, D%, L% home win,
draw and away win percentage

the league context when we create predictive features. Based on these measures, we extracted
a total of 31,318 matches from the original Challenge learning set (Nlearn = 216,743) to
form a rating feature learning set.

A breakdown of the rating feature learning set that we used in the feature-learning algo-
rithm is shown in Table 5.

In summary, our proposed rating feature learning method includes a score-prediction
model (Eqs. 1 and 2) and rating-update rules (Eqs. 3–6). The method has several interesting
properties. First, it offers an intuitively pleasing solution to the recency problem because it
does not require us to explicitly define the number of recent games to consider in the compu-
tation of predictive features. The update weights (ω-parameters) defined by the rating-update
rules take care of this aspect. The higher the update weight, the stronger the emphasis on
more recent results. The precise value of the update weights is learned from the data. Second,
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Relative frequencies of match outcomes in a the Challenge learning set, b the recency feature learning
set, and c the rating learning set. The 25 most frequent results from a total of 76 different results are shown

our feature-learning approach addresses the difficult strength-of-the-opposition problem in a
very “natural” way by rating each team’s current performance status by four features. Thus,
the observed outcome of amatch can be “naturally” qualified depending on the strength of the
opposition. Moreover, these rating features distinguish attacking and defensive performance
as well as the home advantage dimension. Third, the goal-prediction component presented
here not only captures the margin of victory and distinguishes different types of draws, but
it also takes into account (due to the sigmoidal characteristics) the fact that many soccer
outcomes involve few goals on each side (Fig. 2).

4.3 Summary of the feature engineering process

Processing the Challenge learning set of Nlearn = 216,743 matches with the recency feature
extraction method produced a recency feature learning set consisting of 207,280 matches
(95.63% of the Challenge learning set), with 72 predictive features per match, and a recency
depth of n = 9. The data loss is due to the beginning-of-season problem at the start of each
continuous-season league. For five of the 206matches of the Challenge learning set, we could
not produce recency features because at least one team featuring in each of the five matches
did not have a history of at least five matches. The data were integrated by adopting the
super-league and continuous-season approach. This means that data from each country were
pooled into a single continuous season encompassing all available seasons from each league
within a country. One advantage of this approach is that it maintains the country context
during the feature generation.

Applying the rating feature learning method to the Challenge learning set produced a
rating feature learning set with Nrat = 31,318 matches (14.4% of Challenge learning set),
with eight predictive features per match. The reason for the relatively limited size of this
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Fig. 3 Boxplots of the prior probabilities of win (W), draw (D), and loss (L) in a the Challenge learning set,
b the recency feature learning set, and c the rating feature learning set

learning set is the computational complexity of the feature learning approach due to the
optimization part of the algorithm. Thus, only a subset of the Challenge learning data set
was processed—a breakdown of the leagues and seasons of the rating learning set is shown
in Table 5). The rating features were generated on a league-by-league basis only, based
on a continuous-season approach, covering the seasons from 2013/2014 to 2017/2018. One
advantage of this league-by-league processing is that the league context in feature generation
is being maintained. The rating feature learning method does not entail a data loss due to the
beginning-of-season problem because at the start of its time series trajectory, each team starts
with zero as initial rating, and the rating changes after the first match is played. Thus, this
method produced ratings even for the five teams in the Challenge prediction set with fewer
than nine prior matches.

Figure 2 shows the 25 most frequent match outcomes in (a) the Challenge learning set,
(b) the recency feature learning set, and (c) the rating feature learning set. Notice, the nine
most common results in all three learning sets involve no more than two goals for each team
and account for 157,047 (72.46%) of all results in the Challenge learning set.

Figure 3 shows the prior probabilities of win, draw, and loss in the Challenge learning
set, the recency feature learning set, and the rating feature learning set. Figure 3 also nicely
shows the home advantage: the prior probability of a win is far higher than the probability
of a loss or draw.

5 Evaluationmetric

The evaluation metric for the outcome prediction of an individual soccer match is the ranked
probability score (RPS) (Epstein 1969; Constantinou and Fenton 2012), which is defined as

RPS = 1

r − 1

r−1∑

i=1

⎛

⎝
i∑

j=1

(p j − a j )

⎞

⎠

2

(9)
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where r refers to the number of possible outcomes (here, r = 3 for home win, draw, and
loss). Let p = (p1, p2, p3) denote the vector of predicted probabilities for win (p1), draw
(p2), and loss (p3), with p1 + p2 + p3 = 1. Let a = (a1, a2, a3) denote the vector of the
real, observed outcomes for win, draw, and loss, with a1 + a2 + a3 = 1. For example, if
the real outcome is a win for the home team, then a = (1, 0, 0). A rather good prediction
would be p = (0.8, 0.15, 0.05). The smaller the RPS, the better the prediction. Note that the
Brier score is not a suitable metric for this problem. For example, assume that a = (1, 0, 0).
A model X makes the prediction pX = (0, 1, 0), while a model Y makes the prediction
pY = (0, 0, 1). The Brier loss would be the same for both X and Y , although the prediction
by X is better, as it is closer to the real outcome.

The goal of the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge was to minimize the average over
all ranked probability scores for the prediction of all n = 206 matches in the Challenge
prediction set. The average ranked probability score, RPSavg,whichwas also used as criterion
to determine training and test performance of our models, is defined by Eq. 10.

RPSavg = 1

n

n∑

i=1

RPSi (10)

6 Supervised learning algorithms

We used the following two learning algorithms to build predictive models from our data
sets: k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and ensembles of extreme gradient boosted trees (XGBoost)
(Chen and Guestrin 2016).

The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm is one of the simplest and arguably oldest
workhorses of supervised learning (Cover and Hart 1967; Wu et al. 2008). In k-NN, the
solution to an unknown test instance is derived from a group of k cases (the k nearest
neighbors) in the training set that are closest to the test case according to some measure of
distance. For example, in classification, the class label of a new casemay be determined based
on the (weighted) majority class label found in the set of k nearest neighbors. A critical issue
affecting the performance of k-NN is the choice of k. If k is too small, the result may be very
sensitive to noise in the k-nearest neighbors set; if k is too large, the k nearest neighbors may
contain too many irrelevant cases, potentially leading to poor generalization performance.
The optimal value for k, kopt, is typically determined in a learning phase, which evaluates
different k-values in a setup that divides the learning set into training set and validation set, for
example, using leave-one-out orn-fold cross-validation. For large data sets, the learning phase
could become computationally expensive, as for each instance in the test set the distance to
each instance in the training set needs to be computed. We developed a k-NN model because
it is both a simple and effective method, which has been successfully used to address a variety
of classification tasks. Several studies have shown that the performance of a simple k-NN
classifier can be on par with that of more sophisticated algorithms (Dudoit et al. 2002; Berrar
et al. 2006).

To predict the outcome of a test instance, X , based on its k nearest neighbors, we computed
the proportion of each of the three observed outcomes in k. For example, if the observed
outcomes in the set of k = 70 nearest neighbors of X were 47 × home wins, 13 × draws
and 10 × away wins, the individual prediction for X would be p1 = 47/70 = 0.671,
p2 = 13/70 = 0.186 and p3 = 10/70 = 0.143. We computed the distance d between two
instances X and Y based on the eight rating features as defined in Eq. 11.
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d(X , Y ) =
√√
√
√1

8

8∑

i=1

(xi − yi )2 (11)

where (see Table 4)

– xi ∈ X = {xhhatt , xhhde f , xhaatt , xhade f , xahatt , xahde f , xaaatt , xaade f } refer to the rating fea-
tures of the home, h, and away, a, team of match X ;

– yi ∈ Y = {yhhatt , yhhde f , yhaatt , yhade f , yahatt , yahde f , yaaatt , yaade f } refer to the rating fea-
tures of the home, h, and away, a, team of match Y .

The basic idea of boosted trees is to learn a number of weak tree classifiers that are com-
bined into one ensemble model (Friedman 2001). We used the R package xgboost (Chen
et al. 2017) to implement the ensembles of extreme gradient boosted trees. The reasonwhywe
chose XGBoost is that it has shown excellent performance in a number of recent data mining
competitions: 17 out of 29 Kaggle challenge winning solutions used XGBoost (Chen and
Guestrin 2016). XGBoost is therefore arguably one of the currently top-performing super-
vised learning algorithms. Building an ensemble of decision trees with XGBoost involves
the optimization of the following parameters:

– Maximum tree depth, dmax Larger values lead to more complex (deeper) trees, which
might be prone to overfitting;

– Learning rate, η This shrinkage parameter is a weighting factor for new trees being added
to the ensemble; the smaller the value of η, the smaller the improvements by the added
trees;

– Training set subsampling, rn Random subsampling ratio for the training set to avoid
overfitting; for example, rn = 0.8 means that only 80% of the training cases are used by
each tree;

– Feature subsampling, r f Random subsampling ratio for the features; for example, r f =
0.8 means that each tree selects only 80% of the available features;

– number of trees in the ensemble, t .

All analyses and implementations were carried out in the R environment (R Core Team
2017). Supplementary materials are provided at the project website.5

7 Experiments and results

7.1 Comparison between the recency feature extractionmethod and the rating
feature learningmethod

Table 5 shows the 28 leagues and 5 seasons used to generate the rating feature learning set,
which contains Nrat = 31,318 games. For a fair comparison of ourmethods, it was necessary
that we limited the recency feature extractionmethod to the same games. This led to a recency
feature learning set of Nrec = 30,860 games. The difference of 31,318 − 30,860 = 458
matches is due to the fact that we have to wait until each team has built up a history of n
matches (here, n = 9) before meaningful values can be extracted for all features. Using the
same matches, we then trained both k-NN and XGBoost and used the resulting models to
predict the 206 matches of the Challenge prediction set.

5 https://osf.io/ftuva/.
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7.1.1 k-NN trained on recency feature learning set

The recency feature learning set of Nrec = 30,860 games was randomly split into a training
set of 27,774 games (90%) and a hold-out test set of 3086games (10%).Webuilt k-NNmodels
using the training set, with k ranging from 2 to 250, and applied each model to the hold-out
test set. We observed the best performance of RPSavg = 0.2174 for kopt = 125. With this
optimal number of nearest neighbors, the model achieved RPSavg = 0.2164 on the prediction
set. However, 5 of 206 prediction matches could not be described by a set of recency features
because of the league-hopping problem (cf. Sect. 3.2). Therefore, we estimated the feature
vector for each of the five matches as follows. To impute the j th feature of the i th game, Fi j ,
i = 1 . . . 5 and j = 1 . . . 72, we calculate the average recency feature value over all games
that were played in the same league as that of the i th game, Fi j = 1

n

∑n
k=1 Fkj I (i, k), where

the indicator function I (i, k) equals 1 if the league of match i and match k are the same, and
0 otherwise.

7.1.2 k-NN trained on rating feature learning set

The rating feature learning set of Nrat = 31,318 games was randomly split into a training
set of 28,186 games (90%) and a hold-out test set of 3132 games (10%). As before, we built
k-NN models using the training set, with k ranging from 2 to 250, and applied each model to
the hold-out test set. We observed the best performance of RPSavg = 0.2088 for kopt = 248.
With this optimal number of nearest neighbors, the model achieved RPSavg = 0.2059 on the
prediction set.

7.1.3 XGBoost trained on recency feature learning set

We carried out a grid search over the following parameter space: dmax ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, η =
0.06, rn ∈ {0.7, 1.0}, r f ∈ {0.8, 1.0}, and t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 1000}. We tested all combinations
of values, leading to dmax × η × rn × r f × t = 20,000 models. We observed the best (three-
fold stratified) cross-validated performance of RPSavg = 0.2112 for dmax = 3, η = 0.06,
rn = 0.7, r f = 1.0, and t = 284. This model achieved RPSavg = 0.2113 on the hold-out
test set (Fig. 4).

Finally, we used again the entire recency feature learning set (i.e., learning set plus hold-
out test set) and built a final ensemble with the optimized parameters (dmax = 3, η = 0.06,
rn = 0.8, r f = 1.0, and t = 284). This model achieved RPSavg = 0.2152 on the prediction
set.

7.1.4 XGBoost trained on rating feature learning set

From the rating feature learning set with 31,318 matches, we randomly selected 3132 (10%)
as hold-out test cases. The remaining 31,318 − 3132 = 28,186 cases are the training set.
We first explored again various parameter settings to gauge plausible values for the grid
search. Here, we did not consider feature subsampling because the rating feature learning set
contains only eight features. We limited the search space to the following parameter values,
dmax ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, η = 0.06, rn = {0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}, and t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 1000}. Each
of the dmax × η × rn × t = 20,000 models was then evaluated in threefold stratified cross-
validation. We obtained the lowest average ranked probability score of RPSavg = 0.2086 for
dmax = 5, η = 0.06, t = 84, and rn = 0.9. On the hold-out test set, this model achieved
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Fig. 4 Average ranked probability score in the recency feature training set (black curve) and the recency
feature hold-out test set (red curve) as a function of the number of trees in the ensemble. The dotted blue line
shows the performance of the best model from cross-validation, with dmax = 3, η = 0.06, rn = 0.7, r f = 1.0
and t = 284 (Color figure online)
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Fig. 5 Average ranked probability score in the rating feature training set (black curve) and the rating feature
hold-out test set (red curve) as a function of the number of trees in the ensemble. The dotted blue line shows
the performance of the best model from cross-validation, with dmax = 5, η = 0.06, rn = 0.9, and t = 84
(Color figure online)

RPSavg = 0.2060. As we can see in Fig. 5, addingmore trees to the ensemble does not further
improve the performance on the hold-out test set.

Finally, to predict the 206 matches of the prediction set, we used the entire learning set
(i.e., training set plus hold-out test set) to build an ensemble with the parameters that resulted
in the lowest cross-validated RPSavg. This final ensemble achieved RPSavg = 0.2023 on the
prediction set.

Table 6 summarizes the results for the hold-out test set and the Challenge prediction set.
Both k-NN and XGBoost performed better on the rating feature learning set than on the

recency feature learning set. XGBoost and rating feature learning set achieved the overall best
performance, with RPSavg = 0.2023. These results suggest that the rating feature learning
method leads to a more informative learning set than the recency feature extraction method.
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Table 6 Comparison between k-NN and XGBoost, the recency feature learning set, and the rating feature
learning set

Algorithm Hold-out test set Prediction set Learning set

k-NN 0.2105 0.2054 Rating features

k-NN 0.2088 0.2059 Recency features

XGBoost 0.2060 0.2023 Rating features

XGBoost 0.2113 0.2152 Recency features

7.2 Models submitted to the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge

The 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge had a strict time frame, and we were not able to
complete the experiments described in the previous section before the submission deadline.
Specifically, we considered only two combinations, (i) k-NN and rating feature learning set,
and (ii) XGBoost and recency feature learning set. Below, we describe these experiments
and the resulting predictions that we submitted to the Challenge.

7.2.1 k-NN trained on rating feature learning set

Using the rating feature learning set (Nrat = 31,318), we implemented the k-NN algorithm.
We randomly split the rating feature learning set into a single training set (Ntrain = 26,620;
85%) and test set (Ntest = 4698; 15%). In order to find an optimal value for k, we needed
to determine the k nearest neighbors for each instance in the test set. This means we had to
perform 4698 × 26,620 = 125,060,760 distance computations (plus checking and sorting
operations) for each k value. Thus, after some experimentation with different k values, we
varied k from 50 to 85 in steps of 5, and predicted for each k the outcome probabilities of
each match in the test set from k nearest neighbors in the training set. With this procedure,
we determined the optimal value as kopt = 70 based on the best averaged ranked probability
score (Eq. 10), RPSavg = 0.2105, achieved on the test set.

We used the k-NN model with the optimal value of kopt = 70 to predict the outcome
probabilities in the 206 matches of the prediction set.

7.2.2 XGBoost trained on recency feature learning set

First, we applied the recency feature extraction method to the entire Challenge data set. This
resulted in a recency feature learning set of 207,280 matches, which we split into a training
set comprising 186,552 (90%) and a hold-out test set of 20,728 (10%) matches. Then, we
carried out a randomized parameter optimization procedure. The nominally best parameters
were those that resulted in the lowest average ranked probability score, RPSavg, in threefold
stratified cross-validation. We obtained the following nominally best parameters: dmax = 1,
η = 0.06, rn = 0.7, r f = 0.8, and t = 844, which resulted in the lowest cross-validated
average ranked probability score of RPSavg = 0.2143.

Next, we checked the performance on the hold-out test set. Using dmax = 1, η = 0.06,
rn = 0.7, and r f = 0.8, we built 1000 ensembles, where the first ensemble consists of one
tree, the second ensemble consists of two trees, and so on. We applied each ensemble to the
test set and observed the best performance (RPSavg = 0.2142) for the ensemble consisting
of t = 806 trees.
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Finally, we used the entire recency feature learning set (i.e., training set plus hold-out test
set) and built an ensemble with the parameters dmax = 1, η = 0.06, rn = 0.7, r f = 0.8,
and t = 806. This model was used to predict the matches of the prediction set. The features
of the five matches that could not be described by a set of recency features were imputed as
described in Sect. 7.1.1. The predictions of the XGBoost model were submitted to the 2017
Soccer Prediction Challenge.

7.2.3 Null models

We constructed two slightly different null models (or baseline models), League Priors and
Global Priors, for which we used only the prior information of home win, draw, and loss
probabilities estimated from the Challenge learning set.

In the Global Priors null model, the prior probability of “win” was calculated as the
proportion of home wins in the Challenge learning set. This prior was then used as estimated
posterior probability of “win” in the prediction set. The probabilities of “draw” and “loss”
were calculated analogously. The priors for the Global Priors null model were calculated as
P(win) = 0.4542, P(draw) = 0.2711, and P(loss) = 0.2747.

The League Priors null model was constructed from the prior probabilities of “win”,
“draw”, and “loss” for each of the 52 leagues individually (Fig. 3). These priors were then
used as estimated probabilities for “win”, “draw”, and “loss” per league. For example, the
proportion of “win”, “draw”, and “loss” for league GER1 in the Challenge learning set are
0.468, 0.245, and 0.287, respectively, whereas the corresponding priors in league FRA1 are
0.463, 0.288, and 0.250. These priors were used to predict the matches in the prediction set.

7.2.4 Results for the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge

Table 7 shows the ranking of all valid submissions to the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge,
including our models (Team DBL). We submitted the predictions of two models to the 2017
Soccer Prediction Challenge: k-NN trained on the rating feature learning set and XGBoost
trained on the recency feature learning set. Among all submissions, the k-NNmodel achieved
the lowest error, with RPSavg = 0.2054. The XGBoost model achieved only fifth place, with
RPSavg = 0.2149. Since our submissions were out-of-competition, the winner of Challenge
is team OH, with RPSavg = 0.2063.

Table 7 Summary of the results for the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge

Participating teams are ranked based on increasing values of the average ranked probability score, calculated
from the submitted predictions for the 206 games from the prediction set. The accuracy, i.e., the percentage of
correctly predicted games, is also shown. Submissions by the organizers (Team DBL) are out-of-competition
and marked by *. Only those entries that are better than the Global Priors null model are shown
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8 Discussion

Goals in soccer are the most important match events because they directly determine the
outcome (i.e., win by either team or draw) of the match and ultimately the result of any
soccer competition. Thus, the assumption is that the goals in soccer carry crucial information
in terms of assessing the relative strength of the teams—the winning team is stronger than
the losing team because it scored more goals; the higher the margin of victory, the greater the
difference in strength. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that it is possible to construct
a predictive model based on goal information alone.

We developed two novel methods to produce meaningful predictive features for soccer
outcome prediction: recency feature extraction and rating feature learning. With these meth-
ods, we generated a recency feature learning set and a rating feature learning set, which
are readily amenable to supervised learning. We built an ensemble of gradient boosted trees
(XGBoost) and a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) model, respectively. Among all submissions to
the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge, the k-NNmodel derived from the rating feature learn-
ing set achieved the overall best performance with a score of RPSavg = 0.2054 (Table 7).
With RPSavg = 0.2149, the XGBoost model was ranked fifth in the competition. Note that
these two models were built using different learning sets. After the Challenge deadline, we
carried out amore exhaustive analysis and considered all combinations of learning algorithms
and data sets. Here, we observed that both XGBoost and k-NN performed better on the rat-
ing feature learning set. Overall, the best performance (RPSavg = 0.2023) was achieved by
XGBoost using rating features. These results suggest that the rating feature learning method
is superior to the recency feature extraction method.

Interestingly, Team OH (winner of the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge) also used gra-
dient boosted trees, but achieved only RPSavg = 0.2063. Our k-NN model trained on rating
features outperformed the winning model. The learning sets being used are decisive, and the
key to success seems to be how well domain knowledge can be integrated into the modeling
process.

One aspect that makes soccer so popular (and prediction based on goals alone so difficult)
is that the final outcome of the majority of soccer matches is uncertain until the end. This is
because goals are relatively rare, and the margin of victory for the winning team is relatively
low for most matches. From the Challenge learning set, we estimate the average number of
home goals, ḡh , and away goals, ḡa , in regular league soccer as follows: ḡh = 1.483 and
ḡa = 1.111. This means that, on average, the home team prevails over its opponent by a
margin of 0.372 goals (reflecting the home advantage in league soccer). Moreover, when
we look at the distribution of the margin of victory, we find that 86.71% of all matches end
either in a draw or a victory of either team by a margin of two or fewer goals difference,
and 95.47% are either a draw or a win by either team of three or fewer goals. Because of
this overwhelming concentration of the margin of victory to only 0 (draw), 1, 2 and 3 goals,
it is unlikely that this difference provides a highly accurate view of the actual difference in
strength of the two teams. Therefore, it is very difficult to make meaningful predictions based
on goals alone.

The problem with rare goals and low winning margins is that any scheme will generally
find it difficult to discriminate team strength based on goals or goal difference. Consider an
away goal prediction of ĝa = 1.50. For a considerable proportion of games (ca. 45%), the
observed number of away goals is ga = 1 or ga = 2. For all of these games, a prediction of
ĝa = 1.50 is equally good or poor, as the deviation is 0.5 goals.
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The objective of the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge was to get an idea as to how well
we can predict league soccer outcomes by using match information that is readily available
for many leagues around the world. Our own best results and those of the three top-ranked
participants are around an average RPS of 0.21. It is therefore tempting to speculate that this
result is close to the limit of predictability, given the provided data. The Challenge data sets
remain publicly available at the project website at https://osf.io/ftuva/ for further analyses.

Is it possible to significantly improve the performance by obtaining more data that hold
information relevant to the outcome of a match? Many different types of data are potentially
relevant, including data about game events (e.g., yellow and red cards, fouls, ball possession,
passing and running rates, etc.), players (e.g., income, age, physical condition) and teams or
team components (e.g., average height, attack running rate). A major problem, of course, is
the availability of such data. For example, simple statistics like the number of fouls committed
are readily available for some top leagues. However, if we want to predict the outcome of
games in lower leagues (e.g., GER2 or ENG4), such data may not be readily available. Even
more sophisticated data like heat maps showing movements of players on the field during a
matchmay never becomewidely available for a large number of teams or players (VanHaaren
et al. 2015, 2016).

However, here we need to sound a few notes of caution. First, additional data will not
solve the problem due to the small number of goals or address the narrow-margin-of-victory
aspect in soccer. Second, and this is even more fundamental, goals and other game-changing
circumstances (e.g., red cards, injuries, penalties) in soccer often do not occur as a result
of superior or inferior play by one team but are due to difficult-to-capture events, such as
poor refereeing, unfortunate deflections or bounces of the ball, weather or ground conditions,
or fraudulent match manipulation. Third, factors like political upheaval in the club’s man-
agement, behavior of spectators, media pressure, and fluctuation of club player squads also
influence the outcome of matches. Even with sophisticated data sets, such aspects may not
be covered.

9 Conclusions

Predicting the outcomeof sports events remains an immensely challenging task. The objective
of the 2017 Soccer Prediction Challenge was to gauge the limit of predictability, given
readily available soccer data. Like with many other real-world prediction problems, the main
challenge in this study was not to develop a new learning algorithm, but the question how
relevant domain knowledge can be incorporated in themodel development process, from data
processing and integration, to model development, application, revision, and maintenance
(Rudin and Wagstaff 2014). We hypothesize that innovative feature engineering approaches
hold the key to success. How well can we incorporate domain knowledge into the modeling
process? We believe that the answer to this question ultimately matters far more than the
choice of the machine learning algorithm for subsequent supervised learning.
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